
BBM Youth Support Award for Skilled Futures Carpentry 
 

I applied for a BBM Youth Support Award after being encouraged to do so after the National World 
Skills Competition where I was fortunate enough to place second in my trade. What I was looking to 
gain out of the award was a more complete understanding of the design process and application 
process that is associated with the construction of bespoke architecture and the way in which this 
details can be communicated to different people involved in building (engineers, builders, clients, 
council). 
 
My preparation before leaving mainly included back and forth emails with the architecture studio 
where I would be working, as well as securing accommodation for the first few weeks of my stay in 
London.  
 
I was working at Chris Dyson Architects (CDA), an architecture studio in the heart of Spitalfields, 
East London. I ended up working there for 3 months and found accommodation in nearby Stoke 
Newington. 

 
CDA produces high-end, bespoke 
architecture that generally incorporates 
listed buildings. Their approach to 
Georgian and Victorian restoration is well 
regarded and very sympathetic to the 
original character of the building. They do 
however have a knack for being able to 
incorporate some jaw dropping 
contemporary spaces within the heritage-
listed spaces. The building that both won 
an RIBA award in 2017 and drew my 
attention to CDA was the Clerkenwell 
Cooperage. This building perfectly 
encapsulates the values of the practice, 
with its warm use of texture and tones and 
its incredible use of space. Even pictures do 
not give justice to the quality of this space. 
 
In my first week, I was given a desk and 
computer and introduced to the people 
who worked their magic at the studio. I 
also had the opportunity to familiarize 
myself with the drawing software and filing 
system that they were using.  And from 
there I began my first project, producing a 

door schedule for a building going out to tender. 
 
I was lucky enough to be surrounded by some pretty amazing people in CDA who had the same 
passion for architecture and building as I have; had the answers to all of my questions; and allowed 
me to work alongside them in all facets of the design and submission process. 
 
This included; 

- Finding and arranging precedents and ideas to be presented to clients 
- Surveying building 
- Mass model renderings 
- Facade renderings 
- Sectioned elevation renderings 



- Component renderings 
- Designing furniture to fit the client’s brief 
- Annotating drawings, including referencing building codes for tender packages 
- Detail drawings 
- Plan drawings 
- Communicating with companies and sourcing items. 

 
I had initially only intended to work at CDA for the first 4 weeks of my UK stay. However, after a few 
weeks, I was asked to stay on for another 2 months. I was over the moon with this, so of course I 
took up the offer. This also meant that I was able to settle into the London summer lifestyle, find a 
place a little more permanent and do as Londoners do, which was to buy myself a cycle to get 
around on.  

 
 

I was lucky enough to be surrounded by some amazing people in London that made the experience 
really something special. From the people I worked with, to the people I lived with as well as the 
people I happened to meet along the way. 

 
 

It was also a chance to live a completely different lifestyle to anything that I had ever done before. I 
was able to live in a new city, work in such a different kind of creative field and ride a bike to work 
everyday, as well as take advantage of all the pubs and parks that are scattered throughout London. 
I feel lucky that for those 3 months I was able to call London home. 
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